ASL Declares UK’s Renowned Fire Safety Exhibition, FIREX 2019 A
Great Success!
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FIREX 2019 was a great success for ASL as the company welcomed clients, distribution partners
and media at ExCeL London, renowned international convention center in London, UK for the
duration of the exhibition.

FIREX 2019
Head of Business Development at ASL, Neil Voce comments, “ We got the opportunity to discuss
a number of new projects with existing clients and new prospects over the course of the exhibition,

”.

Gemma Eastwood, Sales Support for ASL comments, “One of the biggest benefits, of attending
and exhibiting at FIREX, is getting to meet customers face to face. I have a lot of correspondence
with UK and non UK customers and FIREX was a great chance to develop these customer
relationships further.”

Fire safety exhibition
Neil Voce concludes, “We really appreciate everyone taking the time to come and visit us at FIREX
and look forward with catching up with everyone after the show too”.

For those who couldn’t make it to FIREX 2019, there’s always next year. The 2020 edition of
FIREX is scheduled to take place a little earlier in the year, from 19-21 May 2020 at the same
venue, ExCel London.
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